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ABSTRACT
COVID-19 is a highly contagious disease caused by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoronaVirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2); which is a novel singlestranded positive RNA infection which consist of cytokines that activate the pathogenic systems that cause high respiratory pain condition, and
adversely affect on multiple body organ in humans as per their immunity standards to fight against the virus. SARS-CoV-2 enters the host cell
through Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE 2). ACE 2 is a sub-part of the Renin-Aldosterone Angiotensin System (RAAS), intelligently
communicated in the body's kidney, heart, lungs, and malignant tissues. The malfunctioning of RAAS in the body leads to hypertension,
cardiovascular sicknesses, endocrine system and negatively affects a brain-body communication channel. Treatments on the RAAS structure,
'thiazolidinedione's and smoking, toxemia, kidney, lungs disorder due to the SARS-CoV-2 attack on the host cell and notice the behavioral changes of
body organs the arrival of cytokines that causes multi-organ damage. This paper involves the study of the effects of coronavirus disease on multiple
body-organ injuries.
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INTRODUCTION

Transmission and replication of the virus

A novel 'coronavirus disease-19 (COVID-19)''' was unknown until
December ’2019 outbreak in Wuhan, China, and it was announced as
a pandemic by WHO on 11th march 2020 [1]. The novel
Coronaviruses are a huge family group of infections that accuse
serious body illness, leading to death, an electron microscopic image
of a thin section of SARS-CoV within the cytoplasm of an infected
cell, the spherical particles and cross-sections through the viral
nucleocapsid [2]. The size of coronavirus is about 80-160 nm with
26-34 kbs single-stranded positive RNA genetic material, and also
five proteins viz., spike (S), nucleocapsid (N), envelope (E),
membrane (M), hemagglutinin esterase (HE) as showed in fig. 2, N
shell protein enclose the positive sense single-strand RNA genome,
M and E proteins combined with the virion, while S spike protein
ensures that the entry receptor on cells is specific for the
coronavirus mediators [3, 4].

The novel coronavirus two can be transmitted between humans via
the respiratory tract, close contact is also a transmission source,
SARS-CoV-2 can be transmitted through direct or indirect contact
with mucous membranes in the eyes, mouth, or nose [6]. Besides,
the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 can occur via breast milk or
vertically from mother to infant has not been determined COVID-19
patients have some gastrointestinal symptoms, including diarrhea,
nausea, and vomiting, a recent study showed that the enteric
symptoms of COVID-19 pneumonia are associated with invaded
ACE2-expressing enterocytes [7].

The COVID-19 symptoms are not uniform in all the patients.
Asymptomatic or mild symptoms of COVID-19 found in some people
could be recovered without hospitalization in 7-14 d, but ~20% of
cases have severe symptoms, which required critical care, morbidity
and mortality of COVID-19 are primarily associated with severe
acute respiratory distress syndrome (SARDS) due to acute viral
pneumonia [5].

Fig. 1: Basic structure of coronavirus 2 [2]

Nonetheless, COVID-19 present other clinical highlights that it
mainly targets the lower respiratory system with high
gastrointestinal side effects; for example, loose belly and chest
radiograph show invasion in the upper projection of the left lung,
which causes dyspnoea, SARS-CoV-2 contamination includes a twostage safe reaction, the primary period of the reaction is defensive
and seen during the hatching time frame in which resistant multiple
responses attempts to fight the infection and prevent the infection
movement at initial stages, this stage targets the immune cells
favorable to harmful macrophages, leucocytes, cytokines and
eventually leads to lung injury, which gives a way of multi-organ
collapse and finally death in COVID-19 patients [8].

After the infection of SARS-CoV-2, gets replication primarily in the
mucosal epithelium of the upper respiratory tract, such as the
nasopharynx; fig. 2 shows the replication system of coronavirus
when coronavirus attaches to the cell receptors like ACE2 and cell
surface factor, the virus would be uptake by the cell endosomal
membrane; after that, the RNA would be released and translated
immediately into ORF1a and ORF1b (open reading frames). Cotranslational and post-translational modification will occur on
polyproteins pp1a and pp1ab into non-structural protein which
composes the viral replication and transcription complex. Doublemembrane vesicles, convoluted membranes, tiny open doublemembrane spherules all together provide a protective
microenvironment essential in the viral biogenesis and RNA
replication transcription; eventually, employing exocytosis, the
virion would be released from the cell [9].
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Fig. 2: Shows the replica system of coronavirus [9]

General symptoms of the disease
The incubation period of SARS-CoV-2 is 6-41 d; this might be different
depending on the age, and immunity, and other risk factors; however,
in most cases, this period may take 14 d, it was stated that 80% of the
patients had the disease with mild to moderate severity, 13.8% had a
severe illness, and 6.1% had critically ill (respiratory failure, septic
shock and multi-organ dysfunction or failure) [10]. The most observed
symptoms are fever, fatigue, and dry cough. Besides these symptoms,
headache, nasal congestion, runny or stuffy nose, sore throat, myalgia,
and arthralgia may occur. Also, white blood cell counts, lymphopenia,
or thrombocytopenia, with the increased C-reactive protein level,
maybe observed normal or lower in COVID-19 patients, mild or
moderate cases of pneumonia are present or absent; in severe cases,
dyspnoea, respiratory frequency ≥ 30 min, blood oxygen saturation ≤
93%, PaO2/FiO2ratio<300 or more than 50% of the lung area of
infiltrated areas are observed [11].
Impact of COVID-19 on immunity

When a person detected with COVID-19, T, and β cells would be
caught seen in his blood, CD4+T cells play a significant role in
initiate the role of both CD8+T cells and β cells. When CD8+T cells
immediately attack the cells infected with the virus, CD4+T cells will
be taking charge of producing new cytokines to boost immune cell
induction. Upon examining a patient with COVID-19, his autopsy
shows highly accumulated T cells and monocytes in the lung and
reduced T cells in peripheral blood, this suggests the T cell drift
away from the blood and move towered the infected area to manage
the infection [12]. However, after recovery from SARS-CoV infection,
patients would have coronavirus-related memory T cells that would
last for two years [13]. Although all findings refer to the vital role of
T cells in fighting the infection, the mice that received the vaccine
showed increasing in immunopathology related to TH2 cell instead
of prevention from the virus[14].
β lymphocyte response to SARS-CoV infection occurs associated
with T lymphocyte response after seven days of the onset of the
symptoms, protein, then in week two antibodies response against S
protein will occur [15], antibodies will start to neutralize SARS-CoV2, by week 3, nearly all patients developing neutralized antibodies.
In SARS-CoV-2, both antibody response and viral load appear earlier
than SARS-CoV-1. Many patients might not have kept the antibodies
of COVID-19, and it is still not clear if they will get the infection again
or not. Antibodies usage have previously proved its effectiveness
with SARS, convalescent plasma therapy shows a promise result,
and in general, the adults with high immunity standards has low
mortality rate with the COVID-19 cases [16].
COVID-19 effect on human lungs

SARS-CoV-2, the disease that causes COVID-19, is a part of the
coronavirus family; when the contamination enters in the human

body, it comes into contact with the mucous layers of the nose,
mouth, and eyes[17]. In the lungs, the infected cell starts damaging
the alveoli responsible for the exchange of oxygen and CO2, the
severe illness with SARS-CoV-2, when the respiratory system
containing the disease enters the upper respiratory part, as the virus
contamination increases, the sickness can cause more damages to
the lungs due to pneumonia [18].

The first signs of the disease usually appear as dry cough and fever;
after about 5-7 d, lung function is impaired, and shortness of breath
occurs, furthermore, people who have other chronic diseases such as
asthma, heart disease, and chronic lung disease can develop
shortness of breath earlier and usually feel greater gasping, after
this point, a rapid deterioration in respiratory functions may occur,
respiratory injury in 10-20% of severe patients can become ARDS
[19]. This condition can occur within 14 d of the disease. Therefore,
the first treatment approach should be oxygen therapy at the time of
hypoxemia (oxygen saturation; SpO2<93%). However, some
patients may develop respiratory failure despite early oxygen
therapy. The next step of treatment in these patients is non-invasive
ventilation (NIV) or high-flow nasal oxygen therapy (HFNO) [20]. A
rapid improvement in partial arterial oxygen pressure
(PaO2)/inspired oxygen fraction (FiO2) is observed with the
application of NIV or HFNO treatments [21].

As per the recent survey on the infected COVID-19 patients, most of
them suffer from shortness of breath due to the low oxygen
exchange rate inside the lungs, the SARS-CoV-2 can damage the
alveoli and encompassing tissues and causes pneumonia or Acute
Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) [22].
COVID-19 effect on kidney

Kidney infection has been reported in a new survey that the patients
with different degrees of seriousness of SARS CoV2 contamination, a
few reports have watched the event of haematuria and proteinuria
in a level of affected patients, those standard hemodialysis might be
feeling weak against the virus. As per the existing research on
COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2 infection among the poor population
establishes a significant test. Great significance has been given to the
requirement for ventilators, and all establishments were
approached to achieve a lot higher quantities of ventilators facilities
at their place [23]. However, it needs to understand that a critical
extent of grown-up patients with serious COVID-19 was affected
with Acute kidney injury (AKI) with a prerequisite for kidney
substitution treatment (KST) [24]. Even though youngsters with
COVID-19 illness are less seriously influenced with AKI and the
underlying paces of AKI in these children have been discovered to be
low, due to the expanded interest for KST in grown-up patients and
redirection of KST assets to the grown-up COVID-19 patients, a
procedure should be arranged for youngsters in the setting of
restricted assets [25]. Moreover, AKI happens with higher
55
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recurrence in the recently analyzed hyperinflammatory condition in
children, which spread a typical Kawasaki disease or harmful stun
disorder, Paediatric Inflammatory Multisystem Syndrome:
Temporally Associated with SARS-CoV-2 (PIMS-TS) [26]. Cytokine
storm, hyper-inflammatory state, hyper-changeability, lack of
hydration, and vasculitis are part of the hypothesized clarifications
for multisystem inclusion, including AKI, this critique will
concentrate on extraordinary transformations (in the setting of
hyper-coagulability and expanded channel coagulating) or
deviations from the "standard" to be made during the conveyance of
KRT to patients with COVID-19 prompted AKI [27]. This is moreover
significant for the future with more COVID-19 patients anticipated
and pediatricians overseeing either grown-up patients on PICU or
being redeployed to the grown-up ICUs to deal with grown-up
patients. Critically, if pediatric patients required KST during the
pandemic, similar standards will apply as the greater part of the
assets (originating from a similar normal pool) would have been
occupied to the grown-up patients [28].
COVID-19 effect on cardiovascular system

Patients who are most vulnerable to the SARS-CoV-2 are old age
with chronic diseases such as high blood pressure, diabetes, chronic
respiratory diseases, and cardiovascular disease [29]. The theory
behind multi-organ damage by the virus is the presence of ACE 2
receptors in the digestive system, heart, Kidney, liver, pancreas,
cerebral neurons, vascular endothelial cells, testicles, insusceptible
cells, uterus, placenta, and hatchling [30].

COVID-19 is considered a respiratory disease though cardiovascular
complications are widespread since clinical studies have shown that
cardiovascular disease patients (diabetes, hypertension, myocardial
injury) are more vulnerable to new coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
and susceptible to experience severe disease [31]. Since
cardiovascular disease patients have more ACE2 receptors, they are
more vulnerable to vascular endothelial injury. In contrast, COVID
patients often have increased angiotensin II in plasma, inflammatory
causes, myocardial, body hypoxia, and blood coagulation disorders.
Cytokines are proteins that control a wide cluster of biological
capacities, one of them being aggravation and fix. The fiery reaction
of cytokines can prompt heart harm using the system of
cardiovascular breakdown [32].

Myocarditis is an irritation of the heart muscle, It can bring about
powerless siphon capacity of the heart muscle, known as a
cardiovascular breakdown with decreased discharge division
(HFrEF) or systolic cardiovascular breakdown, In the above
research report given to ongoing research trusted Source in JAMA
Cardiology that finished up heart injury is a typical condition in
hospitalized patients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China. The American
College of Cardiology (ACC) recorded the accompanying heart
suggestions from coronavirus case reports in late February 2020 [33].
These focus consider since the first case arrived related to heart
disorder in American and European case reports like asymptomatic
Patients are at higher risk for mortality from COVID-19 [34]. Up to
50% of hospitalized patients have an interminable clinical sickness
[35]. The 40% of COVID-19 patients have a cardiovascular or
cerebrovascular disorder,16.7 % of patients affected with arrhythmia,
7.2% infected with intense cardiovascular injury, 8.7 %t of patients
infected with a stun, and 3.6% caused AKI [36].

COVID-19 effect on diabetes patients

4.63 billion patients around the world have type2 diabetes, with 1
million deaths till 2017[37]. This chronic severe disease was found
to worsen and most affected by the coronavirus; Chinese Centre for
Disease Control (CDC) reported that the death rate percentage
increased with coronavirus patients with diabetes to 7.3% while
alone without diabetes was only 2.3% [38]. Italy's percent was 35.5
died from diabetes and the virus infection[39]. American Centres for
Disease Control and Prevention stated last March, that the most
infected coronavirus patients were had diabetes and 32% required
in hospitalization intensive care unit [40]. Regarding the diabetes
wound, 15.4% of 39 patients stated that their wound got
deteriorated during the pandemic through an antibiotic was added
to their therapy protocol, 35.9% were changing their wound dress at
home, 12.8% were not take off the dressing [41].
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While SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 and enters the human lung, it has
been found that ACE2 expression is increased in the lung of diabetic
type2 patients [42]. Another study state that severe lung injury
could happen when ACE2 level decrease in the lung [43]. Another
reason that might increase the infection possibilities of COVID-19 in
diabetic patients is Furin, ' 'which's found to be increased in diabetic
patients, which would facilitate the penetration of SARS-CoV-2 in the
cell because Furin is a member of the proprotein convertase
subtilisin/kexin family, that also could facilitate the SARS-CoV-2
replication [44]. Also, there is a link between Interleukin-6 and
SARS-CoV-2; diabetes patients infected with COVID-19 showed a
high level of Interleukin-6 [45]. Moreover, lymphocytopenia has
been noticed in COVID-19 patients and linked with T-Cell
deterioration [46]. After all, several factors might affect the
mortality of coronavirus patients, such as age, period of infection,
gender, and blood glucose level [47]. However, more studies needed
to be done to see the effects of diabetes on COVID-19 mortality.
COVID-19 impact on children and newly born babies

In this pandemic, the low number of cases in children while it was
more significant in adults, the rate of children infection with COVID19 has expanded significantly, as of the way that children couldn't
wear protective kits and couldn't take other preventive measures
which are essential during this pandemic. Yet, there is insufficient
proof on the methodology towards pediatric patients and infants,
the impact of COVID-19 on the embryo, and the wellbeing of
breastfeeding and clinical investigations areas still in progress [48].
In general, COVID infections in children are mild symptoms and, in
most cases, don't require in-hospital treatment; it has been reported
that SARS-CoV-2 in children affected less than 5% of the total
infected people around the world, their symptoms were mild, most
of them experience mild respiratory symptoms like cough and fever,
deficient percentage 4% recorded severe symptoms [49]. The
mortality rate in children is infrequent with coronavirus; out of 578
patients, only four have died, which is less than 0.69% [50]. It is
found in one investigation the total of 72,314 cases determined to
have positive COVID-19, 1% or less patient with severe sickness
died (2.3%) among 43.707% patients older than 20 y of age. Just a
single failure among 549 patients matured 10-19 y (% 0.2), and no
loss among 416 patients between the ages of 0-9 (0%) was reported
[51]. Information distributed in Italy on March 18, 2020, announced
that 1.2% of 22,512 COVID-19 Italian cases were youngsters, and
there was no downfall in children 5% of 4,226 COVID-19 cases
analyzed in the USA until March 16 [52]. It has been reported that
children with less than 5% in China with a serious infection and
required in-hospital stay [53]. In contrast, Children represented
under 1% of all COVID-19 hospitalizations in the USA [54]. This
disease is influencing patients from all age groups in the Chinese
pediatric case arrangement (with 2143 cases), while 171 children
are detailed from the Wuhan pediatric medical clinic under 7 y of
age [55]. Nine pregnant women reported with COVID-19 and
transfer the infection for their infants due to the direct contact
through the labour process [56]. Another study stated that Turkey
announced that just 1% of 11535 COVID-19 cases were children by
the end of March [57]. Recent studies say that there are no gender
differences in COVID-19 infection between female and male
children. Although infants are more susceptible to having the virus
than young children; adults remain the most affected [58].

Due to the insufficient information regarding the matter, the
radiographic highlights of babies with lower respiratory diseases
identified with SARS-CoV-2 are not enough to be distinguished.
According to further investigations, discoveries of pneumonia were
characterized on chest radiography of 3 infants determined to have
early neonatal COVID-19 [59]. The affectability of chest radiography
is low in youngsters; in the beginning phases, chest radiography
might be ordinary and don't show ground-glass injuries, yet in
extreme cases, advance to respective multifocal union might be
watched [60].
Developments on covid-19 treatments

A recent study is designed to describe Chinese herbal medicine
(CHM) therapy, outcomes, and safety with patients experiencing
symptoms possibly related to COVID-19; twenty-two participants
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have enrolled to date, of which 14 (63%) were female and 8 (36%)
male. The median age is 51 (range 22-65). Sixty-one consultations
were administered [median 3 (range 1-8)] per participant. In the
acute phase of illness, the primary symptom reported was fever and
chills (54%), fatigue (45%), and sore throat (23%). No adverse
events occurred related to the intervention [61]. Describing
individualized CHM treatment as a potential COVID-19 therapy will
provide vital preliminary data on the methods, feasibility,
acceptability, tolerability, effectiveness, and safety. The important
findings from the study will inform future controlled trials of
individualized CHM therapy for symptoms related to COVID-19 [62].
The treatment is fundamentally organized by utilizing clinical
involvement in grown-up patients. COVID-19 doesn't have a
particular medical treatment in adolescence [63]. Indicative and
intense treatment, oxygen treatment and liquid electrolyte uphold
are recommended. For infants, high-portion pneumonic surfactant
breathed in nitric oxide, HFO (high-frequency oscillations)
treatment and ECMO (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation) can
be valuable [64]. Oxygen treatment and mechanical ventilator
uphold must be given to patients with respiratory misery and SARS
with oxygen treatment immersion at a level above 94% [64].
Antiviral can be considered with regards to clinical investigations on
a case premise. All antiviral use ought to be considered tentatively
because of the nonattendance of antiviral that has demonstrated
viability for treatment and ought to be tried in clinical preliminaries
to guarantee adequacy and wellbeing [65].
Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine, which repress SARS CoV-2 in
vitro (hinder access to cells) are FDA affirmed and broadly utilized
for the treatment and prophylaxis of intestinal sickness [66].
Hydroxychloroquine is additionally FDA affirmed for discoid lupus
erythematosus, foundational lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid
joint pain [67]. There is not satisfactory proof of its utilization in the
treatment of pediatric COVID-19; however, it has pediatric clinical
experience attributable to its worthy symptom profile and different
signs [68]. The treatment of azithromycin is not suggested because it
increments heart reactions [69]. Baby and youngster dose is 13
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mg/kg/portion (most extreme: 800 mg/portion) followed by 6.5
mg/kg/portion (greatest: 400 mg/portion) to be taken 6, 24 and 48
h after the underlying portion [70]. Given that intense jungle fever
has a 3-day therapy period, it is prescribed not to be given longer
than 5 d in COVID-19 with regards to clinical preliminaries [71].

Remdesivir is a simple nucleotide prodrug that restrains viral RNA
polymerase, it has been discovered to be compelled in SARS CoV-2 in
vitro investigations [72]. It is suggested utilizing remdesivir as a
feature of the clinical preliminary [73].

Favipiravir (FPV) is another medication that is right now going
through clinical exploration for the treatment of COVID-19, yet there
is not any proof for pediatric patients with serious COVID-19 [74].
This medication is an RNA-subordinate RNA polymerase inhibitor,
and it has been discovered successful in Ebola treatment [75].

The treatment of Lopinavir/Ritonavir (LPV/RTV), which is a
protease inhibitor utilized in HIV disease, has a shallow job in the
treatment of SARS-CoV-2 contamination, and it has been seen in past
examinations that it has some action against SARS CoV and MERSCoV [76]. The utilization of LPV/RTV, which is the main tablet
structure that can be utilized securely in HIV-tainted pregnant
ladies, is available to discuss infants and youngsters [77]. Antiviral
medications suggested in SARS-CoV-2 contamination can be
considered in treating infants and youngsters after the hazard
advantage proportion is deliberately assessed in a setting of clinical
preliminaries [78]. The issue of iatrogenic concealment of resistance
because of cytokine storm in COVID-19 has been arranged; it is not
prescribed to give corticosteroids, particularly in the present
restricted logical proof due to the lower safe reaction in youngsters
followed with adults [78, 79]. If there is proof of auxiliary bacterial
disease, the important anti-infection agents should be utilized [80]. In
Children, a treatment that has an expanded danger of apoplexy and
can be treated with low sub-atomic weight heparin in beginning
phases and anticoagulant therapy can be controlled if vital [78].
Healing plasma treatment can be utilized in youngsters whose clinical
condition disintegrates quickly, genuine and basic illnesses [81].

Table 3: Shows the treatment dosage and clinical trial stage

Treatments
Hydroxychloroquine
Remdesivir
Favipiravir
Lopinavir/Ritonavir
CONCLUSION

Dosage
400 mg
200 mg
200 mg
LPV-800 mg
RTV-200 mg

We are assuming that the contact of ACE 2 and its upregulation in
various neurotic conditions making patients more helpless to SARSCoV-2 contamination and can add to an expansion in mortality.
COVID-19 is a worldwide concern. Its pathophysiology is
exceptionally intricating, which involves researching the utilization
of first-line drugs in the treatments of toxaemia, cardiovascular
illnesses, Pneumonia, and Acute kidney injury diabetes, and its
difficulties, asthma, NASH, safe related sicknesses, and malignant
growth. Thus, there is an essential requirement for care to those
patients who have SARS-CoV-2 contamination fundamental with
various ailments. It may expand the seriousness and mortality in
comorbid conditions due to multi-organ damage due to
contamination with infection and cytokine storm. Hence focusing on
the cooperation of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE 2 could be the future novel
therapeutic way to deal with reduce the multiple organ transmission
and damage. Clinical experience of children and babies with COVID19 is a step-by-step expansion, and the methodologies suggested
here depend on accessible proof. Although continuous research in
pediatric patients contrasted with grown-up patients in the COVID19 pandemic, it is necessary to consider during the treatment choice
that children infected with heart and respiratory illness may
advance highly dependent on clinical experience from other viral
contaminations. Concerns stay due to COVID-19 mother-child
vertical transmission and absence of proof on possible fatal results
further investigations are required.

Clinical stage
Initial
Initial
Phase 2
Initial
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